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Synthetic protease circuits that compute
Post-translational regulatory circuits hold great promise for synthetic biology and bio-engineering, especially in mam-
malian cells. Synthetic biology, with its prokaryotic roots, has predominantly relied on transcriptional interactions to 
implement new designed functions in cells. While powerful, this approach is limited in mammalian cells by the laborious 
process of introducing and screening multiple parts, and sensitivity to genomic integration site and chromatin context. 
By contrast, protein based circuits could offer many advantages: They should interface better with endogenous signaling 
inputs, afford faster signal processing, and enable parallel computing in subcellular compartments. Because all compo-
nents can be delivered on a single transcript eliminating the need to insulate genes from one another within a circuit and 
between a circuit and its surrounding genomic regions expediting the design-build-test cycle. This project will involve 
design, construction, and analysis of new protein-based circuits in mammalian cells to implement a variety of novel com-
putational functions.

MEMOIR: recording past molecular events in the genomes of individual mammalian cells.
During their journey from zygote to multicellular animal, cells transition from one state to another. Although fundamental 
to our understanding of development, the trajectories of single cells during these transitions have been elusive, since 
conventional approaches based on population averages smear out distinct cellular states. To track the molecular tra-
jectories of individual cells in developmental contexts, new approaches are needed. Recently, we published a CRISPR/
Cas9-based method, called MEMOIR, which involves “writing” of structured mutations at defined sites in the genome, 
where they can be read out using multiplexed in situ hybridization (K. Frieda et al, Nature 2017). Approaches analogous 
to phylogenetic inference can then be used to reconstruct lineage and event histories based on the mutation patterns. In 
this project, we will improve the recording system and/or apply it in embryos to study dynamics of cell state transitions. 
This work will eventually provide the tools and theoretical basis for reconstructing lineage trees and annotating them with 
dynamic gene expression information.

Mammalian-cell population control with synthetic paradoxical signaling
Animal growth faces a difficult challenge: A single cell must replicate into a population of trillions of cells, while prevent-
ing any single cell from developing an unrestricted growth pattern and becoming cancerous. Several mechanisms have 
been discovered in mammalian systems to regulate cell population size by utilizing a variety of circuit designs including 
mechanical signal sensing, creating special niches and negative feedback cytokines. A major challenge of building such 
systems is that in most simple circuit designs, ‘escape’ mutants can quickly overtake the cell population. Here, as a 
proof of principle for control circuits in engineered cells and tissues, we will use synthetic biology approaches to design 
and build a control circuit that is predicted to be robust to such effects, and determine whether it can stably control pop-
ulation sizes.
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